Data Integration Initiative – Overview

The Data Integration Initiative will allow Dauphin County to support:
- Enhanced data transparency for commissioner decision making
- Improved service delivery for individuals and families
- Increased efficiency for case workers and program administration

**Data Integration Initiative**

Creation of a new integrated data repository and interactive dashboards for Mental Health & Intellectual Disabilities and Drug & Alcohol agencies:
- MH&ID Dashboard
- Human Services Executive Dashboard
- Client Details Dashboard

**Phase 1 Timeline:**

- **Dec 2017**
  - Project Initiation
- **Mar 2018**
  - MH&ID Management Dashboard
- **May 2018**
  - Training
  - HS Exec Dashboard across MH&ID & D&A with Adhoc capabilities
- **Jul 2018**
  - Client Details Dashboard
MH&ID Dashboard – Sample Screenshot
Human Services Executive Dashboard – Sample Screenshot
Client Details Dashboard – Sample Screenshot
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